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Culture

We asked an artificial intelligence
bot to write Hanukkah movies

By Jake Wasserman

Ah, artificial intelligence: the next big
technological revolution!

Now that OpenAI‘s ‘ChatGPT’ chatbot has
been made public, we decided to put it to
the test by asking it to do what anyone
would do around Hanukkah — write movie
plots in the style of Hallmark movies!

While we don’t fully understand how it
works, we sure are entertained.

Here’s some samples of what the bot wrote
for us…

Write me a plot synopsis of a Hallmark
movie about Hanukkah, starring a rabbi’s
daughter and a non-Jewish mailman.

As Hanukkah approaches, a young rabbi’s
daughter named Leah is feeling
disconnected from her faith and her
community. She has grown up in a religious
household and has always followed the
traditions of her father’s faith, but she feels
like she is missing something.

Meanwhile, a non-Jewish mailman named
Max is struggling with his own sense of
isolation. He has always felt like an outsider
in his community and has never really
belonged anywhere.

As Leah and Max cross paths, they begin to
form a friendship. Despite their differences,

they find that they have a lot in common and
enjoy spending time together. As Hanukkah
approaches, Leah invites Max to celebrate
the holiday with her family.

At first, Max is hesitant to accept the
invitation, but he ultimately decides to give it
a try. He is welcomed into Leah’s family and
is touched by the warmth and joy of the
holiday. As he learns more about Hanukkah
and its traditions, Max begins to feel a
sense of connection and belonging that he
never experienced before.

In the end, Leah and Max’s friendship helps
them both find a sense of purpose and
meaning in their lives. They learn that the
true spirit of Hanukkah is about connection,
community, and acceptance, and they are
both forever changed by their experience.

Write me a synopsis of a Hallmark
holiday romantic comedy about
Hanukkah involving a time-traveling
Maccabee who visits the future.

In the year 165 BC, Judah Maccabee and
his army are celebrating their victory over
the Greek army and the rededication of the
Temple in Jerusalem. However, as the
festivities come to an end, Judah is
mysteriously transported to the future,
where he finds himself in the midst of a
modern-day Hanukkah celebration.
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At first, Judah is confused and disoriented
by the strange new world he finds himself
in. But with the help of a kind-hearted young
woman named Rachel, he begins to adjust
to his new surroundings.

As they celebrate Hanukkah together,
Judah and Rachel discover that they have a
strong connection. However, their
relationship is complicated by the fact that
Judah is a time traveler and must eventually
return to his own time.

Despite the challenges they face, Judah
and Rachel are able to find love and
happiness during Hanukkah. In the end,
Judah returns to his own time, but not
before leaving a lasting impact on the future
and reminding Rachel of the true meaning
of Hanukkah: hope, resilience, and the
power of faith.

Write me a movie plot where a Christian
traveling salesman is coming to meet his
wife’s parents for Hanukkah, but he finds
himself in a snowstorm with only 8 drops
of oil left in his gas tank and a
mysterious gas station attendant
offering him help.

As Hanukkah approaches, Christian
traveling salesperson, Jack, is excited to
meet his wife’s parents for the first time.
However, on his way to their house, Jack
finds himself stranded in a snowstorm with
only 8 drops of gas left in his tank.

Desperate to make it to his in-laws’ house in
time for Hanukkah, Jack spots a mysterious
gas station and pulls in. There, he meets a
strange and secretive gas station attendant
who offers to help him.

At first, Jack is hesitant to trust the gas
station attendant, but he has no other
options. As they work together to fill up

Jack’s tank, the attendant reveals that he is
actually an angel, sent to help Jack on his
journey.

With the angel’s help, Jack is able to make
it to his in-laws’ house safely. When he
arrives, he finds that his in-laws are warm
and welcoming, and they are excited to
celebrate Hanukkah with him. As they light
the menorah and exchange gifts, Jack
learns the true meaning of Hanukkah and
the power of faith. In the end, he is grateful
to the angel for helping him on his journey
and bringing light into his life.

Write me a plot synopsis of a Hallmark
movie about Hanukkah, set in 1940s
Poland.

In 1940s Poland, a young Jewish woman
named Sara is living in a small village with
her family. As Hanukkah approaches, Sara
and her family are determined to celebrate
the holiday despite the dangers posed by
the Nazi occupation.

However, their plans are interrupted when
the Nazis arrive in the village and begin
rounding up the Jewish residents. Sara’s
family is forced to flee, but they are able to
take a small box of Hanukkah candles with
them.

As they travel, Sara and her family face
many challenges, but they never lose hope.
Using the Hanukkah candles as a symbol of
their faith, they continue to celebrate the
holiday in secret.

Despite the hardships they face, Sara and
her family are able to find moments of joy
and hope during Hanukkah. In the end, they
emerge from the darkness stronger and
more determined than ever to keep their
traditions alive.
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Television

Hallmark’s latest Hanukkah movie
is weirdly good

By Irene Katz Connelly

Like any truly great art movement,
Hallmark’s foray into Hanukkah holiday
movies has proceeded by fits and starts.

When the Christmas content giant released
its first Jewish movie in 2019, they couldn’t
even squeeze the word “Hanukkah” into the
title. Double Holiday and Holiday Date, both
about interfaith holiday romances, featured
beleaguered Jewish protagonists begging
their studly Christian lovers to do a single
Hanukkah activity while receiving a crash
course on Christmas, a holiday they
seemed to know nothing about despite its
iron grip on American society.

Love, Lights, Hanukkah, which arrived a
year later, was a tad bit more Jewish insofar
as it involved guilt-trips and a weird
obsession with DNA tests. But packed with
tutorials on Hanukkah basics like lighting
the menorah, it seemed geared towards
non-Jewish watchers more than the people
actually celebrating the holiday.

However, just as Picasso emerged from his
Blue Period to invent Cubism, Hallmark has
produced Hanukkah on Rye, set to premiere
Dec. 18 on the Hallmark Channel. A tale of
two warring delis and the star-crossed
lovers who unite them, this movie kind of

has everything: egg creams, meddling
grandmothers who call at inconvenient
times, terrible attempts at Hanukkah songs
and Lower East Side lore. We are forced to
admit that Hallmark has listened to the
consistent griping of the Forward culture
desk and and given us a Hanukkah movie
we can’t criticize — at least, not on grounds
of being insufficiently Jewish.

Written by Julie Sherman Wolfe, Hanukkah
on Rye is the lovely story of Molly (Yael
Grobglas) and Jacob (Jeremy Jordan), two
blandly beautiful 20-something scions of
legacy Jewish delis in New York and Los
Angeles, respectively. Having embraced
modernity by serving fajitas and decorating
with light-up menorahs, Jacob’s deli,
Zimmer’s, is doing great, and his parents
send him to scout out New York locations
for a new franchise. As soon as he arrives
on the Lower East Side, Jacob realizes that
the building he’s eyeing is just down the
street from Gilbert’s, a struggling and
staunchly traditional deli that Molly hopes to
take over from her parents — if it doesn’t go
out of business first.

Meanwhile, Molly and Jacob’s
grandmothers have signed them up for an
elite Jewish matchmaker whose foolproof
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process involves forcing singletons to write
longhand letters to an anonymous bashert.
As Molly and Jacob spar IRL, they’re also
(you know it!) falling in love via snail mail.
But can their love overcome their families’
business interests? You literally already
know the answer to this, but I will leave you
to find out the specifics yourself.

Having screened years of laughably
off-base Hallmark movies, I had low
expectations for Hanukkah on Rye. But
while absolutely, consummately schlocky —
scene transitions involve montages of deli
fare that will make you want to ditch the
movie and go out for a Reuben — it’s an
indisputable improvement on previous
entries in the genre.

Instead of voyeuristic glimpses of stilted
Hanukkah traditions, Hanukkah on Rye
features jokes that, however corny, feel like
they were written by and for Jews.
Grandmothers kiss mezuzahs casually and
kvetch about the Christmas trees that
dominate New York’s hotel lobbies, while
“courtesy menorahs” are relegated to dusty
corridors. Molly and Jacob bond over the
paucity of un-embarrassing Hanukkah
songs. While their recitations of Jewish
history are a little pious — “They knew one
day they’d make their American Dream
come true,” Molly sighs of her
tenement-dwelling ancestors — the movie’s
climax hinges on an immigration story that
feels, if not exactly plausible, like exactly the
kind of fable in which American Jews love to
indulge.

Hanukkah on Rye does have one fatal flaw,
and you may have already guessed it: It’s

basically a ripoff of Nora Ephron’s You’ve
Got Mail. Chains squashing a small
business? Check. Falling in love by
anonymous letter? Check. A man courting a
woman while simultaneously threatening
her livelihood? It’s all there, with little more
than their penchant for latkes and difficulty
landing their jokes distinguishing Molly and
Jacob from Ephron’s protagonists.

If you’re a rom-com fan and always
wondered why Ephron couldn’t squeeze
more latkes into her characters’ lives, clear
some space in your holiday calendar for
Hanukkah on Rye. But Ephron purists had
better stick to When Harry Met Sally for
deli-adjacent romance.
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News

Miami Beach wants to shut down
this synagogue. Those who pray
there say it’s not a synagogue.

By Stewart Ain

Before a group of Orthodox Jews bought a
single-family home for their rabbi in a
residential area of Miami Beach nearly three
years ago, they met with the city’s mayor,
his assistant and an assistant city attorney.

For years, according to court documents,
neighbors had complained about the
property, which sits a mile south of the
famed Fountainbleu hotel. They said it was
illegally used as a synagogue, and
generated excessive traffic and noise. City
officials were keen that the property would
revert to a single-family home in keeping
with the zoning code. According to the
homebuyers’ lawyer, the city assured them
that the house could be used for prayer
services if they remained private — closed
to all but friends and guests.

But within days of buying the
6,500-square-foot house for $1.2 million, the
homeowners were cited for violating the
city’s zoning code by opening their service’s
doors to many more people than would be
expected at a “private” service.

Lawsuits and counterclaims followed. City
inspectors said video captured outside the
home showed that sometimes dozens
would show up to pray. The owners
maintained that services remain private, and
last spring sued the city in federal court for
denying their First Amendment right to
freely exercise their religion.

“Just as any homeowner may invite friends
for a Cub Scout meeting or a book club,
Plaintiff and the full-time resident invite
friends and family to join them for private
prayer in their home,” they argue in the suit.

The city denied it was thwarting the
homeowners religious expression, and at
one point withdrew a citation against the
owners. But it then resumed its case against
them, shifting its focus from objecting to the
number of people showing up at the
three-bedroom house to citing it for
operating a religious institution in a
neighborhood where zoning laws prohibit
them.

This fall the city asked a federal judge to
shut down the services, arguing in a court
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document that it’s in the public interest for
Miami Beach to enforce its laws, and that
neighbors should not have to live near a
home “used for institutional purposes.”

Last month, the owners again went to court,
and amended their lawsuit to sue, in
addition to the city, Miami Beach Mayor Dan
Gelber, who is Jewish, its planning director
and other city officials.

Miami Beach officials have declined to
comment on this story. Franklin Zemel, the
lawyer for the homeowners, said neither
they nor their rabbi, Arie Wohl, want to
comment either.

Harassed?

In their suit against the city, filed on April 19,
the group is identified as Congregation Bais
Yeshaya D’Kerestir, Inc. They claim Miami
Beach inspectors showed up to the home
126 times, conducted a warrantless search
and cited them for installing a “jacuzzi” that
was actually a mikvah the city had approved
years earlier.

They also took issue with the surveillance
camera the city installed outside the house.
The homeowners contend that the footage it
captured shows many Orthodox Jews
walking around a neighborhood that is
home to many Orthodox Jews, but no
violation of city codes.

But the city argues in court documents that
it is hardly singling out synagogues, in that
near the home, where an “overlay district”
allows for religious institutions, many
synagogues operate. City officials also point
to indications, based on body camera

footage obtained by its code enforcers, that
the house is a synagogue.

Among the items cited by the city: an
industrial-size coffee urn; a commercial
soap and paper towel dispenser; a
community bulletin board with
advertisements; COVID-19 protocol posters
requiring mask wearing, social distancing,
and hand sanitizing, including a sign stating
“no mask no entry”; and benches to seat 30
people.

At the time of publication, no further court
dates had been set in the case.
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Art

Meet the artist behind the new
Hanukkah postage stamp

By Mira Fox

Despite the fact that one-third of Americans
haven’t mailed a handwritten, personal letter
in more than five years, the tradition of the
holiday card is not only hanging on but
flourishing. Millennials love anything
bespoke, and e-cards just don’t have the
same charm as receiving a letter by snail
mail.

This year, there’s a new stamp to adorn
your holiday greetings: The U.S. Postal
Service is releasing a new Hanukkah
stamp, the first since 2020, created from a
brightly colored silk wall-hanging by artist
Jeanette Kuvin Oren. It even has a launch
party, on Oct. 20 at Temple Emanu El
outside of Cleveland.

Oren has designed pieces — including
Torah covers, arks, and mosaic installations
— for hundreds of synagogues and Jewish
institutions, but had always dreamed of
creating a postage stamp. She Zoomed in
from her studio, wearing striking purple and
pink glasses, to talk about how it all
happened; that conversation, lightly edited
and condensed, is below.

I read on your website that you switched
from a Ph.D. in epidemiology to being a
full-time artist.

I always did art for fun, but I had every
intention of going into public health and
working in a health department or university.
When I was getting married, the Hillel rabbi
here at Yale, where I met my husband,

encouraged me to make my own ketubah.
That led to making other people’s ketubot.
That was 37 years ago, and I’ve been doing
Jewish art ever since.

I don’t miss epidemiology, but I have to say
that during COVID it would’ve been very
exciting to be an epidemiologist.

That’s certainly one word for it.

Exactly.

I see that you draw from Jewish paper
cutting — can you tell me more about
that?

So I do a lot of techniques, I’m always
experimenting with different media. One of
the first techniques I used was paper
cutting. It’s a very accessible art, anyone
could do it with an X-acto knife.

But most of my work is fiber art and large
installations for synagogues. In the last
couple years, I’ve been able to take the
paper-cutting idea and reinterpret it with
fabric. I combined two of the things I love to
do, which is dye and make fabric art, and
paper cutting.

The stamp appears to be based on a
design you made for a synagogue in
Massachusetts.

What happened is that I was commissioned
by a synagogue in Medford [Massachusetts]
to design ark doors. The design started with
a menorah that I made into a wall hanging.
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Then I photographed that wall hanging and
the photograph is used like film on the glass
doors, so it looks like stained glass, but it’s
not.

That’s been on my website for years. The
Postal Service was perusing Jewish art
sites, and they really liked that piece. But it
wasn’t suitable for Hanukkah. So I remade it
for Hanukkah in the same style, but with the
nine branches.

Do you find the Postal Service or does
the Postal Service find you?

They find you. The funny thing is that when I
started out 37 years ago, I always dreamed
of doing a stamp design. My grandfather
collected stamps, I love the art on stamps. I
remember sending a package into the
Postal Service, and that was at least 30
years ago.

Of course, nothing came of it, but they
found me this time. It feels like a real
full-circle moment.

Can you walk me through the process of
how this came to life?

The Postal Service has graphic designers
— I don’t know, but less than a dozen. A
woman named Ethel Kessler was in charge
of the Hanukkah stamp this year and she
reached out to me.

I made a small wall hanging and sent it to
them. It’s about 16-by-24, and it will hang in
the U.S. Postal Museum. The Post Office
was lovely, they loved the design. Then they
take it from there and do the photography
and setup of the stamp itself.

It’s a long process — I first spoke with them
almost two years ago. The stamps stay in
circulation for about five years, and they
don’t have a new one every year.

I imagine this process has brought you
into deeper contact with the world of
philately.

Yes! I have learned a lot. I knew about the
stamp design being accepted almost a year
and a half ago, but I was sworn to secrecy.

I’ve been doing a lot of research to find out
what is a first day cover, what does it mean
to be at the first day issue ceremony.

Do tell.

The Postal Service makes a big deal about
each new design, and they have a
ceremony for every new stamp. So my
husband and I are going to drive to
Cleveland and be part of the ceremony and
I’m really excited about it.

I learned that stamp collectors mostly collect
first day covers. It’s usually the size of a
small envelope that has the new stamp in
the right corner and gets the stamp
canceled by the Postal Service on the date
of the first day. So in this case, it’s Oct. 20,
2022. And then the location, so it will say
the name of the town, which is Chagrin
Falls, Ohio.

In addition, the first day cover has a little
illustration on it. And it’s usually made by
the artist or by a stamp dealer. I learned that
America is the only country that doesn’t
provide first day covers, it’s done privately.
So people asked if I’m going to make a first
day cover, and I am! I am going to have a
little illustration on the cover of this
regulation-size small envelope. And I’ll be
hand-painting a little bit of paint on every
one, and autographing them, and bringing
them back from Cleveland.

Do you hope to make more stamps?
What sorts of subjects?

I would love to. On everything! I have 37
years of work I would love to share with the
stamp world. All of my work has been
Judaic art — not that I don’t want to do
other art, but I just don’t have time.
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News

How a tiny student group ended up at the
White House antisemitism roundtable

By Arno Rosenfeld

When the White House convened a summit
of Jewish leaders to discuss efforts to
combat the recent rise in antisemitism
Wednesday, many familiar faces were
sitting around the table: The three major
Jewish denominations were represented —
including three Orthodox organizations —
as were establishment stalwarts including
the Anti-Defamation League, American
Jewish Committee and Hillel.

But one group stood out, if only because it
hasn’t in the past — the relatively unknown
Jewish on Campus.

The organization was founded two years
ago to highlight alleged incidents of
antisemitism at colleges and universities,
and is staffed by two current students and a
recent graduate.

“We are honored that the Jewish students
are at the table where this important
conversation is happening, and we are
taking Jewish students to the table with us,”
Michal Cohen, the group’s marketing officer,
said in an email.

Jewish on Campus’ inclusion in the
roundtable is notable both because it is far
smaller than all but one of the other
organizations participating — and because

several significant Jewish organizations,
which take more progressive approaches to
antisemitism, appear to have been shut out
of the event.

Some progressives missing

Bend the Arc, T’ruah and J Street — all of
which have worked on combating far-right
antisemitism, and urged caution when it
comes to policing Palestinian activism —
dwarf the student group in budget, staffing
and membership but were not included in
the roundtable.

“T’ruah is definitely working a lot on
antisemitism and is a trusted voice in that
space,” Rabbi Jill Jacobs, the group’s
executive director, said in a text message.
She confirmed that her organization was not
invited. Bend the Arc did not respond to a
request for comment.

Logan Bayroff, a spokesperson for J Street,
said the organization was not invited. “We
understand that it was a small gathering,”
Bayroff said, “but nonetheless we definitely
want to be included in such critical
discussions.”

Other groups with liberal agendas had seats
at the event, hosted by second gentleman
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Doug Emhoff, including the Religious Action
Center, representing the Reform movement,
and National Council of Jewish Women,
which has close ties to the Biden
administration. Both focus on progressive
domestic advocacy but are largely aligned
with the rest of the establishment when it
comes to addressing antisemitism.

“Honestly, I feel seen,” said Sheila Katz, the
chief of NCJW. “It was beautiful to hear
Emhoff’s remarks and to be reminded by
the whole administration that what we’ve
been experiencing is something they notice
and are addressing.”

Scott Lasensky, who served as an advisor
on Israel and Jewish affairs during the
Obama administration, said that while he
had never heard of Jewish on Campus he
was not surprised that they were included.

“I imagine someone in the White House
thinking, ‘Let’s have young people,’”
Lasensky said. “It doesn’t worry me.”

Integrity First for America was the other
small nonprofit at the roundtable. Though it
is not a Jewish organization, it financed the
civil lawsuit against the deadly, far-right
2017 rally in Charlottesville and its chief,
Amy Spitalnick, has participated in other
anti-extremism efforts organized by the
Biden administration.

A spokesperson for Emhoff did not respond
to questions about how participants were
selected.

Aligned with establishment

While Jewish on Campus has occasionally
criticized the Jewish establishment for
failing to listen to students, it agrees with
those organizations about how to define and
combat it.

It has produced TikToks supporting the
International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance’s definition of antisemitism, and
criticized a progressive alternative that
seeks to distinguish between anti-Zionism
and antisemitism. The group also mixes
reports of swastika graffiti, antisemitic slurs
and professors who schedule exams on
Yom Kippur with accounts of student
government votes targeting Israel as
examples of antisemitism faced by college
students.

Katz said several Jewish leaders at the
roundtable brought up the IHRA definition.

“Lots of yay IHRA,” she said in a text
message. “No pushback.”

Jewish on Campus partnered last year with
the World Jewish Congress, which is led by
Republican megadonor Ronald Lauder, but
Cohen said her group’s invitation came
directly from Shelley Greenspan, the White
House liaison to the Jewish community.

The World Jewish Congress did not
participate in the roundtable, but a
spokesperson praised Jewish on Campus
and said that its founder Julia Jassey “will
express the perspectives of both Jewish on
Campus and World Jewish Congress.”
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Culture

On Reddit, Kanye superfans finally
reach their breaking point

By Mira Fox and Adam Kovac

On Reddit, members of the Kanye West
subreddit once discussed the rapper’s
discography and tried to interpret his lyrics.
They’d joke about his various feuds with
other musical artists — Taylor Swift, Drake
— and laugh about some of his oddities, but
in general, everyone posting on the forum
was a fan of the rapper.

That’s no longer the case. Now, members of
r/Kanye have transformed the subreddit into
a Holocaust awareness education project,
part of a reaction against the rapper’s
repeated antisemitic statements, which
include promoting conspiracy theories about
Jewish control and Holocaust denial, as well
as repeatedly complimenting Hitler.

“This is officially a Holocaust awareness
sub,” declares the caption of one post,
which features an infographic on the rise of
Holocaust denial and revisionism. (The
subreddit’s transformation is not official,
despite posts to that effect, but users have
organically shifted the focus to Holocaust
education.)

User posted a video of bodies being moved
into a mass grave at the site of a Nazi death
camp and a thread about Krystyna Chiger, a
Ukrainian child who survived the Holocaust
by hiding in a sewer, and who documented
her experience in the book The Girl in the

Green Sweater. One post, captioned “Never
again,” features testimony from a World War
II soldier about the “living skeletons” he saw
in the concentration camps.

A post pinned to the top of the subreddit
Friday gave users a space to discuss
West’s appearance on Infowars with white
supremacist leader Nick Fuentes, during
which the rapper repeatedly made
statements such as “I love Jews. I also love
Nazis.”

Nearly every comment on the post
expressed horror at the rapper’s blatant
antisemitism. Redditors repeatedly begged
the moderators to “close the sub,” worrying
that it would become a hotbed for Nazis.

“This sub already discussed the f— out of
his music, nothing left to talk about,” wrote
one user.

But others urged the forum to remain open,
to combat the antisemitism among West’s
fans. “Let the sub spread awareness about
sh-t Nazis did, there are a lot of kids here
who can’t even tell u when WW2
happened,” wrote a user in favor of
transforming the subreddit.

Even those among West’s fanbase who
were not engaged in raising Holocaust
awareness urged people to stop supporting
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him. Jokes about turning the subreddit into
a fanpage for artists with whom West has
famously feuded, such as Taylor Swift,
abound on the page.

“This is now a Taylor Swift Subreddit,” one
fan wrote. “We had a good run fellas.”

When the occasional fan attempted to
defend listening to and enjoying West’s
music, even while criticizing his
antisemitism, they met instant
condemnation.

“Every time you play his music on Spotify or
YouTube you’re putting money directly in
the pocket of a self-described Nazi,” wrote
one Redditor. “It’s not possible to separate
the artist from the art in this case.”
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First Person

I’m a convert who used to love
Hanukkah

By Winnie Hahn

I’m a convert, and I used to love Hanukkah.

In fact, it was love at first lighting. My
then-boyfriend (now my husband) placed
his menorah on a sheet of aluminum foil. He
then wrote out the blessings’ transliteration
for me and sang slowly so I could follow
along.

A sense of calm came over both of us as we
finished. The light from the candles flickered
in the kitchen window’s reflection, in
peaceful contrast to the traffic noise outside
on the Upper West Side. The songs were
beautiful, and I especially loved the last
blessing, the Shehecheyanu — all the more
special because we didn’t say it the
following nights.

By the fifth night, I had memorized the
words of the other blessings and knew to
light the shamash first. By the eighth night, I
felt a small miracle bloom within me. I felt
American in a way I never had before.
Finally, I was celebrating a winter holiday
like everyone else!

Korean immigrant family

The irony of the situation didn’t immediately
register, but I’d grown up craving holidays.
My family immigrated to the U.S. from
Korea in the early ’70s, and all I wanted was
to be like everyone else in my small
Southern hometown. I particularly coveted

Christmas: All I wanted for Christmas was
Christmas. A big tree sparkling with lights.
Stockings stuffed with toys and candies. My
atheist father finally acquiesced one year
and brought home a disappointing fake tree
that he assembled like a set of Lincoln logs.
I decided that as soon as I was an adult, I
would give myself Christmas.

During my medical internship in New York, I
fulfilled my wish with my very own
Christmas tree. Even buying the tree was a
dream come true. Dragging the tree with my
friend down the sidewalk felt like I was in a
Lifetime holiday movie. I threw myself a solo
tree-trimming party and festooned it with
lights, tinsel and ornaments. The next
evening, after a long day in the hospital, I
turned the lights on and lay in bed admiring
my little piece of Yuletide.

But the magic of Christmas dissipated as
quickly as it appeared. Night after night, I
stared at that tree, and the blinking lights
seemed to tell me in code, “This is not
Christmas. You can’t just buy Christmas.”
As beautiful as that tree was, it didn’t mean
anything to me. My version of Christmas
was rooted in envy — not in faith,
community or tradition. After that year, I
never bought another Christmas tree.

Perfecting Hanukkah
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Soon after, I met my Jewish husband and
got a second chance at winter merriment. I
was going to get it right this time, I told
myself. Later, as a convert, I was
determined to make Hanukkah as magical
as what I’d imagined Christmas to be. I
bought my children presents for each of the
eight nights. I wrapped their gifts in thick,
shiny blue-and-silver paper, and saved the
biggest gifts for the last night. I learned how
to make brisket, and I served latkes with
applesauce and sour cream. By the time my
children became b’nai mitzvah, I had
perfected Hanukkah.

As the years passed, though, Hanukkah
fatigue crept in. My children were
teenagers; eight nights of gifts turned to
seven, then five, then three at best. One
year, I found myself rooting around the junk
drawer in hopes of finding a gift – perhaps a
new pencil or a lip balm that I could wrap in
parchment paper. But why was it that no
other Jewish holiday had suffered such
negligence? Even during the COVID-19
lockdown, I still managed to put together a
seder and draft a Zoom-friendly version of
the Haggadah for my extended in-law
family. I suspect it’s the same reason that
the Christmas tree never brought me true
joy. I’d tried hard to infuse magic into
Hanukkah, but I’d never bothered to infuse
meaning.

Hanukkah without meaning feels derivative
— like that stuffed toy mimicking the Elf on
the Shelf, but in rebbe form. And without
meaning, the holiday can seem like an
afterthought. Sometimes I feel that way
when I see a plastic menorah in a building
lobby on a side table, dwarfed by the main
event, the Christmas tree. Is it there as a
purposeful nod to Judaism or merely a
concession? Sometimes I want to go over
and give it a pep talk: “You’re awesome just
the way you are!”

Longing for acceptance

But even if those menorahs are tokens, I’m
thankful for them. I can even understand
why someone might want the Mensch on a
Bench or a Hanukkah bush. As commercial
as they are, they’re rooted in our natural
desire to be accepted and belong. I suspect
that some Jews growing up in the U.S. had
that same feeling of being the “other” that I
felt growing up as a Korean immigrant. Not
taking part in Christmas festivities can feel
lonely. Celebrating another holiday
altogether can feel like you’re walking in the
opposite direction from everyone else —
especially when that holiday seems
overshadowed.

But Hanukkah should not be treated as a
sideshow. Derived from the Hebrew word
chanuk, meaning “to dedicate,” Hanukkah
literally is defined as the rededication of the
Temple. Just as the Maccabees reclaimed
Jerusalem, the rest of us can reflect on how
to reclaim what is central to our beliefs. We
too can celebrate our successes in holding
on to what is important and dear.

Rededicating the holiday

This year, I want to rededicate the meaning
of Hanukkah to myself. Yes — all I want for
Hanukkah is Hanukkah. I want a
rededication to this holiday that celebrates
Jewish resilience, particularly in a year
when antisemitism is once again scratching
barely healed scars for so many Jews.

I won’t have gifts for each night. I’m not
even certain that I have any leftover
blue-and-silver wrapping paper. But I will
light the candles with my family, and just like
my very first night of Hanukkah, I will
particularly enjoy singing the Shehecheyanu
— the blessing that celebrates firsts.
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Analysis

Why didn’t organizers of mayoral
summit on antisemitism tell the

public about it?
By Arno Rosenfeld

When the Combat Antisemitism Movement
held its inaugural summit for mayors last
year, it created a website listing boldname
speakers — including the leaders of
Toronto, Frankfurt and Pittsburgh — and
livestreamed the event from a television
studio.

But the lead-up to this year’s conference,
which convenes in Greece Wednesday, was
far quieter — even with heightened
concerns about rising antisemitism.
Organizers recruited mayors, but in contrast
to last year, gave little notice to the public
that it was taking place. There was virtually
no mention of the conference online and the
first press release about the event came
Monday, two days before the meeting was
set to begin in Athens, announcing that New
York City Mayor Eric Adams would be
speaking at the event.

The Anti-Defamation League, which
announced a partnership to address “hate
and extremism” with 150 mayors through
the U.S. Conference of Mayors in
September, said this week that it was

unaware that the conference was taking
place.

Why the difference between last year’s
summit and this year’s? It could relate to
rising tensions within the Jewish community
over how to confront antisemitism.
Establishment groups — including
organizations like the American Jewish
Committee and Jewish Federations of North
America, which is co-sponsoring the Greek
summit — have called for addressing
antisemitism across the political spectrum
and see activism aimed at Israel as a
particular cause for concern.

They are enjoying wins with this approach
at the municipal and local levels. But at the
same time, opposition is mounting from
progressive critics who argue that politicians
should focus on antisemitic white
supremacy, and draw a clear distinction
between antisemitism and anti-Zionism,
which they argue is legitimate political
speech.

Sacha Roytman, director of the Combat
Antisemitism Movement, said the “summit is
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not secret” but that he intentionally avoided
publicizing it in advance.

“We will have a lot of media around it but
not ahead of the summit which isn’t helpful
to facilitate a deep conversation between
municipality leaders to exchange and
discuss solutions to fight antisemitism on a
local level,” Roytman said in an email to the
Forward.

The organizers

The two-day conference is closely aligned
with the establishment approach toward
antisemitism, and the Combat Antisemitism
Movement has close ties to both
conservative political figures and the Israeli
government. Organizers, keeping the
conference’s profile low before it begins,
may have succeeded in shielding it from
unwanted criticism over its embrace of
Israel, although at least one left-wing group
managed a dig at the event’s sponsors.

“Greece is a beautiful place to travel to, who
wouldn’t want to go?” Audrey Sasson, the
director of New York-based Jews for Racial
and Economic Justice, said in a statement.
“But unlike Mayor Adams, most New
Yorkers can’t just take all-expenses-paid
trips funded by conservative lobbyists and
the well-connected.”

Mayors in North America were recruited
with the assistance of the Israel Action
Network, a project of the Jewish
Federations of North America, which began
asking its member federations to invite local
mayors to the summit last summer. The
sample invitations for officials that were
shared with local federations did not

mention Israel, or concerns around
anti-Zionism, instead referring to
“contemporary” and “modern-day
manifestations of antisemitism.”

But the ask came from Adam Teitelbaum,
who oversees the organization’s Israel
advocacy. A Jewish Federations of North
America spokesperson said that the
organization routed its work on antisemitism
through the Israel Action Network because it
sees significant overlap between
antisemitism and anti-Zionism.

The conference appeared to frame
“contemporary manifestations” of
antisemitism as progressive attacks on the
Jewish state. A session on Thursday
morning, the first full day of the conference,
about “concepts and definitions” is being led
by Sima Vaknin-Gill, a former director of
Israel’s Ministry of Strategic Affairs and
Public Diplomacy, which has overseen the
country’s opposition to boycotts and other
left-wing activism.

Vaknin-Gill wrote an op-ed last year in
which she claimed that progressives
believed it was “offensive” to express
sympathy for Jews experiencing
antisemitism and that, by calling for equal
concern over the treatment of Palestinians,
they were “doing the work for the racists.”

The guest list

Twenty-five mayors and roughly an equal
number of other government officials,
including deputy mayors and some national
representatives, are planning to attend the
meeting. Adams, the New York mayor, is the
most prominent American official attending
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the meeting and he has two speaking slots.
But the conference is missing
representatives from some of the larger
cities that attended last year when the
leaders of Toronto, Pittsburgh, Buenos Aires
and Amsterdam were among the speakers.

This year, aside from Adams the largest of
the 10 American cities that sent mayors to
the conference are Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Richmond, Virginia; Jackson,
Mississippi, and Hialeah, a Miami suburb.
Los Angeles sent its Jewish liaison. In
addition to Kostas Bakoyannis, the mayor of
Athens, several midsize European cities
sent their mayors: Nicosia, the capital of
Cyprus; Malmo, Sweden; Kishinev,
Moldova; and Bialystok, Poland.

Mayors often face more immediate pressure
from constituents than national officials to
address various issues, and in recent years
have begun participating in more
international summits on topics like climate
change and migration.

While many have praised these
partnerships, some have raised concerns
that cities may have more trouble vetting
international opportunities than national
governments.

“There’s certainly a difference between the
level of capacity that local governments
have — especially at the smaller, midsize
level — just in terms of staff time and
expertise,” said Tony Pipa, a senior fellow at
the Brookings Institution who studies city
diplomacy.

Pipa said that most of the pressure on cities
to engage in international partnerships

comes organically from constituents, as
opposed to outside advocacy organizations
like those organizing the summit in Greece,
which he noted he was not familiar with.

The meeting, officially called the Mayors
Summit Against Antisemitism, will also
promote the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance’s definition of
antisemitism, which has been widely
adopted by governments but harshly
criticized by progressive activists and
academics for the manner in which, they
argue, it unfairly shields Israel from
criticism.

While at least 27 states and a growing
number of American cities have adopted the
IHRA definition in some form, it has started
receiving vocal resistance in recent months.
Maryland’s Montgomery County, outside of
Washington, D.C., delayed a vote on the
definition this summer after opposition from
activists and there was pitched debate
about its adoption by Los Angeles City
Council this fall. Both jurisdictions ultimately
unanimously approved use of the definition.

Organizers declined a request by the
Forward to attend the conference.

Hate groups leave coalition

The Combat Antisemitism Movement, which
is sponsoring the Athens conference
alongside the Center for Jewish Impact and
the Jewish Federations of North America,
was founded in 2019 and has close ties to
Adam Beren, a Republican megadonor from
Kansas. The organization is focused on
building a coalition of Jewish and
non-Jewish organizations to support its
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mission of promoting the IHRA definition of
antisemitism, and it previously partnered
with a nonprofit designated as an
anti-Muslim hate group by the Southern
Poverty Law Center.

The Combat Antisemitism Movement’s
leadership previously defended the
inclusion of that group, the Clarion Project, it
is no longer listed as a partner on the
organization’s website. Nor is Americans for
Peace and Tolerance, another controversial
former coalition member that has assailed
the ADL for supposedly prioritizing Arabs
and Muslims over Jews.

It is not clear whether the Combat
Antisemitism Movement removed them, or
whether they left voluntarily, or when they
were taken down from the website.
Roytman, the group’s director, did not
respond to a request for comment about
their removal.

The Clarion Project responded to an inquiry
about the work with the coalition, but did not
say how their partnership ended. “We have
been honored to take part in the past,” a
representative said in a brief email.

Americans for Peace and Tolerance did not
respond to a request for comment.

Beren, an energy magnate based in
Wichita, had previously donated to the
Clarion Project. The two organizations were
glaring outliers in a coalition of several
hundred organizations that included some
mainstream conservative groups alongside
establishment stalwarts like the American
Jewish Committee — whose new chief
executive, Ted Deutch, is speaking at the
Athens event — Hadassah, the Jewish
Council for Public Affairs, Jewish
Federations of North America and scores of
smaller nonprofits.

The Center for Jewish Impact, which is also
organizing the conference, is an Israeli
organization that seeks to “elevate the
relationships and status of Israel within and
in relation to the global diplomatic
community and world Jewry,” according to
its website. A representative said it helped
connect Greek and Israeli officials with the
conference.

The conference includes panels where
officials will discuss local strategies to stop
antisemitism, a visit to the Athens Holocaust
memorial and the signing of a joint
declaration.
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